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AlmtractmFor Calogero and Toda dynAm;cal equations two numeric.~d methods of arbitrary high 
order, conserving the Hamiltcniam, are developed. The methods consist of modiflcatiem ofconven- 
tional polynomial extrapo]ation with the Gr~g method used as a basic method. The theoretical 
study is confirmed by a number of ~rnerlcal examples. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A Calogero system [1] and a Toda lattice [2] are both Hamiltonian systems of n particles on a 
line. During the last years the systems received extensive theoretical study (see e.g., [3-5]). As 
in other Hamiltonian systems, the value of Hamiltonian is a system invariant. 
Solving Hamiltonian systems by conventional numerical methods, one usually loses this impor- 
tant property, i.e., the Hamiltonian calculated on the basis of a conventional numerical method 
is not conserved exactly. 
In previous papers the second author has presented the conservative difference methods of 
the second order applied to a number of dynamical systems (see e.g., [6,7]), among others to 
Calogero and Toda Hamiltonian Systems [8], while the first author has considered arbitrary high 
order methods conserving the energy or the Jacobi constant in gravitational problems (see e.g., 
[9-11]). 
Our purpose in this work is to develop methods of arbitrary high order that yield numerical 
solutions conserving the Hamiltonian for a Caiogero system and a Toda lattice. The methods 
consist of modifications of conventional polynomial extrapolation for which the Gragg method is 
used as a basic method. On the basis of a number of examples considered, from which several 
are presented in this paper, we conclude that our high order methods yield numerical solutions 
which not only conserve the Hamiltonian exactly, it also gives at least as good approximations 
to the exact solutions as those obtained by conventional polynomial extrapolation. 
For the interested readier, in Appendix A of [12] we give Turbo Pascal procedures for both the 
conventional extrapolation or our modifications. 
. 
Let us consider the canonical equations 
aH 
#, = 
CALOGERO AND TODA HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
OH 
~' = - Oq , '  (2.1) 
tThe work was done during the stay of suthar at the Department ofMathematics of the University of Texas at 
Arlington on 8 grlmt from the Kosdu.~i~ Foundation. 
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Table 1. The exact solutions of the Calogem equations. 
Example C-1(H--0.26) 
t q p 
0 1.0 0.1 
0.1 1.01123686641657 0.1245998ST70632 
0.5 1.07935165724615 0 .213090~12156 
1 1.20830459T35946 0.29793811989685 
2 1.56204993518133 0.39691432779198 
I0 5.38516480713450 0.50137741307804 
50 25.70992026436488 0.500r~094623779 
Example  C-2(H=1.25) 
t q p 
0 1.0 1.0 
0.1 1.10113577727726 1.02167237066962 
0.5 1.52069063257455 1.06859341748482 
1 2.06155281280883 1.09141031266350 
2 3.16227766016840 1 .1067971810~ 
10 12.08304597359457 1.11726794961320 
50 56.79788728465171 I . I I TMIM 
Example  C-3(H--26) 
t q p 
0 0.1 1.0 
0.I 0.53851648071345 5.013TT413078040 
0.5 2.57099202643649 5.09530946237791 
1 5.11957029446808 5.09808411620057 
2 10.21812115802118 5.0987847"I .7M~ v 
10 51.00990099~0789 5.09901009220719 
50 254.97060614902260 5 .099019136M 
with initial conditions 
q~(to) = q~o, p~(to) = p~o; i = 1, 2 , . . . ,N .  (2.2)  
If the Hamiltonian H is given by 
H-~ + 2 , 
q~ - q~) 
then the equations (2.1) describe a Calogero system, which is a system of N particles on a l i~. 
From (2.1)-(2.3) it follows that for a Calogero system the initial value problem is of the form 
q, = w,  q~(to) = q,o, 
Pi(t0) = Pi0; = 1, , 
2 (2.4) 
Pi = (qi - -  q j )3 '  i 2, . . .  N. 
$#i 
For a Toda lattice, which is also a system of N particles on a llne, we have 
N N-1  
1 + exp(q, - q,+l), (2.5) H=~ 
i=1 i=1 
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and the corresponding initial value problem is 
(li =pi,qi(to) =q~o; i=  1,2 , . . . ,N ;  
-- exp(q l  -- q2), for i - 1 
Pi - - - -  exp(q i -1  -- qi)  - -  exp(q i  - -  qi+l) ,  
exp(qN-1 -- q/v), for i = N, 
p/(to) =P/0; i=  1,2 . . . .  ,N. 
for i=  2 ,3 , . . . ,N -  1, 
Table 2. The exact solutions of the To&s equations. 
Ex~-nple T-1 (H=8.38905609893065) 
t q p 
0 1 1 
0.05 1.04047861105888 0.61393929800442 
0.25 0.99861283809539 -1.01018375765508 
0.5 0.56099330891012 -2.30610203523806 
1 -0.7859T199567202 -2.86031728340579 
5 -12.36527282726005 -2.89638673158687 
25 -70.29300745905967 -2.896386T3158001 
Example T-2 (H= 107.38905800893065) 
t q p 
I0 
9.37160306832164 
-5.39371371917779 
-I0.32620061192448 
-10.36286794537852 
-10.36286910555811 
0 1 
0.05 1.48679731785390 
0.25 2.18025405918324 
0.5 -0.13811592444331 
1 - 5.31777974129982 
5 -46.76925610755452 
25 -254.02663821871663 -10.36286910555811 
Example T-3(H= 101.22140275816017) 
t q p 
0 0.1 10 
0.05 0.59780853296685 9.89524157591013 
0.25 2.23683528591605 3.68014140379758 
0.5 0.85615472385720 -9.78159791022095 
1 -4.16031120989295 -10.06087269146507 
5 -44.40584976872632 -10.06088479002519 
25 -245.62154556923008 -10.06088479002519 
(2.8) 
3. SOME EXACT SOLUTIONS OF CALOGERO AND TODA SYSTEMS 
From the point of view of the numerical analysis of methods developed further in this paper, 
it is useful to have exact solutions of the initial value problems (2.4) and (2.6). Such solutions 
exist and for details we refer to [1-5]. 
For Calogero equations let us consider a system of two particles, i.e., N = 2, and at the initial 
time to let ql0 = -q20 = q0 > 0,pl0 = -p20 = p0 > 0. Since for Calogero systems we have also 
N N 
~-~pi -" c, ~'~ qi = ct + d, (3.1) 
i=I i=i 
where e and d are constants, then, according to the initial conditions, one can define p and q by 
P=P l=-P~,  and q=ql=-q~ (3.2) 
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for any t, since c = d = 0. Thus, from (2.3) for any t we obtain 
1 H = p2 + ~ = const. (3.3) 
In the considered case it is sufficient to solve the equations 
1 (3.4) 
= 4qS, 
where p and q ate given by (3.2). The above equations may be solved easily, and the solution is 
of the form 
1 H(C-I- t) (3.5) 
q= i-# + H(c+t )2 '  p q , 
where the HamUtonian H is given by (3.3), and C denotes a constant which can be determined 
from the initial conditions. Substituting t = to, p = P0 and q = q0 into the second equation of 
(3.5), we get 
C = Poqo to 
H 
Thus, from (3.5) we have 
= ~/H(t - t0) 2 + 2p0q0(t - to) + qo 2, 
= poqo(t - to) (3.8) 
q 
A~uming that to = 0, the solutions obtained from (3.6) with (qo, Po) = (1,0.1),(1.1),(0.1,1) 
respectively axe presented in Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2. Let us observe that each of theme 
solutions is ahnest linear with respect to q. The numerical methods developed in Sections 5 and 
6 will be tested using these exact solutions. 
For Toda equations let us also consider asystem of two particles with the same initial conditions, 
for which relations (3.1) and (3.3) ate fulfilled. Then 
H = p2 + exp(2q) (3.T) 
and the equations which should be solved ate of the form 
= P' (3.8) 
= - exp(2q), 
where p and q are defined by (3.2). It is easy to verify that for (3.8) we have 
]n 2V/-Hexp[vf'H'(C - t)] 
q = 1 + exp[24"#(c- t)]' (3.9) 
_~1 - exp[2~(C - t)] 
P = 1 + exp[2,~(C' - t)]' 
where H is given by (3.7), and C denotes a constant. Taking into account he initial conditions, 
we get 
__1__1 in , / ' f f+PO=to+ 1 V~r ,o  C = to + 2vrff ~ - P0 ~ In (3.10) 
Substituting (3.10) into (3.9), we obtain the exact solution in the form 
2V'g(V~ + po) 
q = qo + V- f ( t  - to) + In 
(V/'ff -I- I)0) 2 -I- exp[2qo Jr 2VIH(t " t0 ) ] '  (3.11) 
p = 4 -#-  2v~ge~P[2q° + 2V-#(z - to)] 
(vT  + po) ~ + exp[2qo + 2V-g(t - t0)]" 
The solutions obtained from (3.11) with to = 0 for (qo,Po) = (1, I), (1, I0), (0.I, I0) respectively 
ate presented in Table 2 and Figures 3 and 4. 
Hamiltonian c .c~se~i~ munedc2d solutions 
Table 3. The e h,m~es of HamUton;an in conventional extmpolstlon c~ sixth order st 
selected times. 
HamUtonian calcu]ated Exact vslue 
E~A,-pleTime 
f rom the solution d Hami l tc~n 
0-1 0.1 . 2 5 9 9 9 ~ T  0.26  
0.5 .2599999999999991 
1. .2599t~99~@9@996 
2.05 .2600000000000011 
C-2 0.1 1.2499999999999625 1.25 
0.5 1.2499999999999361 
1.  1.2499999999999352 
2.15  1 .2499999999999346 
C-3 0.I 26.000000665131417 26. 
0.48125 26.000000665131318 
2.201708984375 26.000000666131345 
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4. A NOTE ON THE GRAGG METHOD AND 
CONVENTIONAL POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION 
Let us consider the initial value problem 
= f(z,  y(0) = (4.1) 
where y, f (x,  y) E H m and without iota of generality z El0, 1]. Let ~Gk )(k -- 0, 1 , . . . )  denote a 
sequence of nets on [0,i] such that G~ -- w-~h, where ~ is a basic step-size and {~} is an arbitrary 
increasing sequence of positive integers. We will choose the Bu~rsch sequence defined by 
1, fo rk=0,  
~ - 2 (t+1)/2, for k odd, (4.2) 
3 x 2 (~-2)/2, for k even, 
Hami l to~ian ~ m g  m*m.~'ical solutions 
Table 4. The ta l les t  and  the hzrb~¢ values o/" step-slze. 
Exa~aple Order  of the Method The  Smal lest  Value The IAulpmt Value 
C.I 4 0.I 0.I 
6 0.1 0,15 
8 0.15 0.33"/5 
C-2 
C-3 
4 0.1 0.1 
6 0.1 0.225 
8 0.1 0.t~0625 
4 0.003125 0.12013549425 
6 0.0125 0.320361328125 
8 0.0125 0.72081298828125 
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Figure 7. Rel~tlve rrors for exa~nple C-3. 
which may he also defined recursively as follows 
fl0=i,#i=2,~2=3, and 3k+~=2flk fork=l,2 . . . . .  (4.3) 
The Gragg method for solving the initial value problem (4.1) on the net GI is based on the 
following formulas 
r/o -" ~/~-1, 
ri~ = rio + h , / (x , , _~,  rio), 
r/z = Os-2 + 2hl, f(zz_~, rlt_~); 
~/(~)~, =½(~ + r/,) + h~{f(z,,r/r) 
+ ½f[,,,,,~, + 2h, l(z,,,I,)]}; 
U' -  l~2 , . . . ,n ;  
i = 2, 3 , . . . ,2 f l k_1  - I; 
k -  1 ,2 , . . . ;  
(4.4) 
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Table 5. The n .mher  of step to errors t--50 and relative ezTors. 
Order of Nnmher 
Example 
the Method of Steps 
Relative errors* 
Conventional Method Method A MethodB 
O-1 4 133 4.957 3.461 3.854 
6 56 1.286 2.189 0.802 
8 28 0.718 --0.451 0.330 
C-2 4 103 5.616 3.698 3.652 
6 40-42 2.405 -0.293 0.052 
8 22 0.420 0.592 -0.984 
0-3 4 161-162 7.965 4.416 4.781 
6 51 8.118 6.493 6.439 
8 30 8.721 6.814 5.727 
* log(A x 10a6), where A is given by (9.1) 
where #0 is given by the initial condition, and 
r = 2#~- i  - i, s = 2#k- i  - 2, 
r ~-  1 r 1 (4.5) 
~ + ~ ,  ht = ~ .  
The Gragg method (4.4) has a total diseretization error with respect o even powers of the 
step-size only, i.e., for each k we have 
Y(k)v - ~ = e2. + e4v + esv + (4.6) 
(n~- l )  2 (n~- l )  4 (n~- l )  s "'" , 
where ~v denotes the exact solution of (4.1) at zv = ~, and the functions e2j,~ (j = 1,2,...  ) do 
not depend on n and are of class C(1)[0, 1]. The relation (4.6) may he also written in the form 
J 
y(k)~ = ~. + ~ e2~, ~ + o[.-(~./+1)], (4.~) 
j----1 (n/~k-1)  2j 
where J >_ 1 is an arbitrary integer. 
Since in the Gra~; method the total discretization error consists only of even powers of the 
step-size, this method is very useful in extrapolation methods. In conventional polynomial ex- 
trapolation we define the solution at z, = ~ by 
./+1 
y~ = ~ akyc~., (4.8) 
k--I 
where  the  coef f ic ients  ak' are ca lcu la ted  f rom the  fo l lowing sys tem of  equat ions  
./+1 
Ea j~ --  1, 
~--1 (4.9) 
J+ l  
ak =0;  j=1 ,2 ,  ,J. 
(.~,_1)2~ k--1 
It is well-known that the solution given by (4.9) is of order 2J, i.e., 
u~ = ~. + o(n-2 J ) .  (4.10) 
Since for the Gragg method the value of J may be arbitrary, then theoretically from (4.8)-(4.9) 
we can get the solution of the initial value problem (4.1) of arbitrary high order. 
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5. A CONSERVATIVE, ARBITRARY ORDER METHOD FOR 
CALOGERO SYSTEMS (METHOD A) 
The Gragg method (4.4) applied to the initial value problem (2.4) is of the form 
UiO -- qi,v-1, 
t)iO -'- Pi,v- l , 
Bi l  .-- 1/i0 --]- hkviO ,
N 2 
i~il - -  Vi0 "l" hk Ejffii (lli 0 - -  i/~0)3 '
Uii --" 11i,1--2 "~- 2hk Vi,l-1, 
N 4 
Vil- ' l l i ' l -2-~hkE(Ui, l- l , '=i -- uj,l_l)a; 1 = 2 ,3 , . . . ,2~t -1 - -  1; 
j#i 
N 
1 2_ S' q,(k), = ½(-,, + - , , )  + h,(v,, + ~v,,) + h~, 
~=, (ui, - u~,) 
j#i  
pi(k)v = ½(vi," + vi,) + hi (ulr - ujr) s f [ui, - u D + 2hk(vir - v./r)] z ; 
i= l ,2 , . . . ,N ;  v=l ,2 , . . . ,n ;  k= l ,2 , . . . ;  
(5.1) 
where pio and qio are given from the initial conditions, and r, s, hi are given by (4.5). To conserve 
the Hamilton,an (2.3), instead of (4.9) let us consider the system 
J-F1 
~-'~ak -- 1, 
k=l  
J+ l  
ak = 0; (n~,,,_.,)'J t= l  
2 
j = 1 ,2 , . . . , J -  1; 
N 1 } - 2//o = 0, 
E $+1 l -I- 
~" [~tffil at(qi(t)v -- qj(k)v)] 
(5.2) 
where 
N N 
Ho = ½ E[Pilo + E lqjo)2]" (5.3) 
i=1 j= l  (q io -  j#i  
Of course, the coefficients ak (k = 1,2, . . . ,  J + 1) calculated from (5.2) are now time dependent, 
i.e., ak = ak(tv). According to (4.8), let us define the solution of the initial value problem (2.4) 
a t~ by 
J+ l  
qiu = E akqi(i)u, 
k=l (5.4) 
J+ l  
Piu -- E atpi(k)u; 
k--1 
i = 1,2, . . . ,N;  v = 1,2, . . . ,n .  
For later simplicity, let us denote 
,,,,: r.,,,,,]: r,,,,,} 
k Piv ' 
y<,:>,, = [y,<,:,,,l = Pq'<')" ] 
LPi(t)v J ; 
i -1 ,2  . . . . .  N; v= 1,2, . . . ,n;  k= l ,2  . . . .  , J+ l .  
(5.5) 
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We now prove the following related results. 
TH~.Oa~M 5.1. If for each l, = 1,2, . . .  ,n there ex/sts a so/ution of system (5.2), then for each 
v = 1,2, . . .  ,n the//am//ton/an (2.3) is conserved by the solution obtained from (5.4). 
The theorem follows directly from the last equation of (5.2). 
THEOREM 5.2. //'[or each v = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n there exists a solution ot'system (5.2), then the solution 
(5.4) &the initial value problem (2.4) is of order 2J, that is, 
U.={~+O(n-2:) .  (5.0) 
PROOF. According to our notations (5.5), for the Gragg method (5.1) we have (see (4.7)) 
J 
u(4)~ = {~ + ~ e~.~ + O[ _(2:+1)]. 
j:1 ("~4-1) 2~ 
(5.7) 
F~om (5.4) and (5.7) we get 
Yv = 
m 
u 
J+l  
E aky(4)~ 
4=1 
J+l  J+l  J J+ l  
:E + .4  + ,kO[ _(2:+1)1. 
4=i 4=i ~=i ~"~'.-I) 2~ 4=i 
(5~) 
Taking into account he first equation of (5.2), from (5.8) it follows that 
J+ l  J 
e2j,,, + O[n_(2:+,)]. 
j= l  4=1 
(5.9) 
Moreover, we have 
k=l j=l (n#'-1) ~j ~=1 L,=I (n#t-1) ~ e~.. 
J+ l  
+ E ah h=l ("/3k-1) ~ eu,.  
J+l 
"-- ~ (Zk 2J e2J, v 
~1---- ("0"--1) 
(on the basis of the second equation of (5.2)). Thus, the relations (5.9) and (5.10) yield 
(5.10) 
:+1 
k=l (-,ek-1) 
(5.11) 
Since e2j E ~(1)[0, 1], then e~:,v -- e2: ( ,  ~) is bounded. Moreover, from (4.2) it follows that 
ET-~-I < 1. Thus to prove (5.6) it is sufficient o show that all coefficients ah (k -- I, 2,. . . ,  J + 1) 
are bounded. Since we have assumed that for each v - 1, 2 , . . . ,  n there exists a solution of system 
(5.2), then there exists a constant M such that 
lak(z~)l _< ~ (5.12) 
for each k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  J + 1 and v = 1,2, . . .  ,n. From (5.12) it follows that the relation (5.11) 
may be written in the form of (5.6) and the theorem is proved. 
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We turn next to the solution for a~ = ab(tY)(E = 1,2,. . . , J + 1). Let us observe that the 
second equation of (5.2) may be written as follows 
J+l 
c ’ B+l:=o; j=1,2,...,J-1; 
kc1 
where 
J+l 
& = 
ioh 
i#k 
Hence, the first two equations of (5.2), i.e., 
J+l 
c ak = 1, 
k=l 
J+l 
c &k=O; j=1,2,...,J-1; 
k=l 
yield 
1 A 
05 = c- ~aJ+l, 
ok = ($kJ -fk,J+l)aJ+1 - +; k= 1,2,...,J- 1; 
where 
B J-1 B, - BI 
fk, = c II 
-fors=JandJ+l, 
Bk Itl Bk - J& 
I#k 
A = 1 - ‘e fk,J+l, c= bJefk,J. 
Es1 k=l 
If we introduce the quantities 
{ 
-% fork=1,2 ,..., J-l, 
=lk = &, fork=J, 
0, for k = J + 1, 
#kJ-fk,J+l, for)=l,%...9J-1, 
for k = J 
1, fork=J+l, 
(5.13) 
then each of coefficients ak may be written in the form 
ok =alk +aZkaJ+l; k=1,2 ,..., J+l. (5.14) 
Substituting (5.14) into the last equation of (5.2), we get 
where Ho is given by (5.3), and 
J+l 
P. I,” = c %kfi(k)v, 
Qaijv =‘$ %k(%(k)v - qj(k)v); 8= lor2. 
k=l 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
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Thus, to 8olve the system (5.2) it is sufficient o solve (with respect o a3+l) the equation (5.15), 
and then, using the relation (5.14), determine all other at for k = 1, 2, . . . ,  J. But  the following 
question arises: Under what conditions does the solution of (5.15) exist? In general it is impomible 
to answer the question since this equation is nonlinear with respect o a(~+x), while Pi(b)v and 
qi(h)~ vary from v = 1 to n. These latter quantities vary with time. However, we may point 
out one case when the solution of (5.15), and hence (5.2), does not exist. Firstly, let us prove a 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. For the coe~cients a lk  and 
relations hold: 
~k(k  = 1 ,2 , . . . , J  + 1) given by (5.13) the following 
J÷ l  
~"~ O~lk ~ 1, 
k----1 
3+1 
Z o~2t "- 0. 
t= l  
(5.17) 
PROOF. From (5.13) we have 
,÷1 , 2 f , ,  -5-= (i- 
K=I  t= l  
J-i-1 A J+ l  A 
~, .= l -~+~(~f t3 -= = 
A A J-1 
k=l 
J+ l  1 
~-~fkJ) = ~.C  = 1, 
k----1 
h,1+1) 
J-1 A A 
~"~ h,./+l = 1 -- ~. + (1-- C) - -  ( l -A )  = 0. 
k=l  
If we apply a high order method, say of tenth or greater order (i.e., 3 > 5), then it is possible 
that Pi(t)v and the differences q~(t)v - qj(k)v satisfy 
Pi(~)v -" Pi~, qi(t)v - qj(k)v -" qiv - qjv, 
where - means "almost equal", and from (5.16) and (5.17) we have 
3+1 3+1 J+ l  
P2iy -" E Q2k~i(k)~ -- ~ ~2k~iv -" ~iv ~ Q2k -" 0, 
k=l k=l k=l  
J+ l  J+ l  
Q2ov = ~ a:~(qi(k)~ - qj(k)v) - E a2k(qiv - qiv) 
k=l k--1 
J+ l  
= (q , .  - = o .  
k=l 
It is self-evident that in the case of P2i~ = 0 and Q2~jv = 0 the equation (5.15) cannot be solved. 
If Pzv - 0 and Q2ijv - 0 it may be impmsible to solve this equation umerically. 
6. ANOTHER CONSERVATIVE AND ARBITRARY ORDER METHOD FOR 
CALOGERO SYSTEMS (METHOD B) 
In Method A, presented in Section 5, to conserve the Hamiltonian all coefllcients ak(k = 
1, 2, . . . ,  J q- 1) are calculated at each integration step by (5.2), and, in general, they vary from 
one integration step to another. 
Now, let us consider a method in which only a j+l  will be varied in each step, and will be 
determined in such a way that the Hamiltonian (2.3) will conserved. As previously, let q~(k)v and 
Haml]tonisn ~ m,mm'iCal solutions 
Table 8. The values of coeflide'nt e of the method B. 
Example Orde~ of the Method t e 
0-1 4 0.1 1.6063 × 10 -12 
1 6.6222 x 10 - la  
2 4.3727 x 10 -14 
6 0.1 --1.6083 × 10 - le  
1 2.7446 × 10 -le' 
2.05 -2.9114 × 10 - le  
8 0.15 8.1396 x I0 - I s  
1.05 --1.9420 × 10 - le  
2.2875 --1.6906 × 10 - le  
C-2 4 0.1 3.7593 x 10 -11 
1 1.5953 X 10 -14 
2 --1.3616 × lO - le  
6 0.1 2.2367 × 10 -14 
1 1.0582 X 10 -17 
2.15 2.6801 X 10 -1;' 
8 0.1 -9.89"/'9 × 10 - i s  
1 2.8047 × 10 - l"r 
2.40625 8.2461 × 10 -17 
C-3 4 0.003125 6.2053 × 10 -9  
1.015478515625 --7.4537 × I0 - i s  
2.105596923828125 --6.1093 × 10 -17 
6 0.0125 8.3303 x I0 - s  
0.955859375 -5.8937 × 10 - l s  
2.2017/)8984375 -5.5519 × 10 -17 
8 0.0125 1.6506 × 10 -7  
1.05859375 --7.2027 x I0 - I s  
2.58031005859375 -1.2321 x 10 - le  
25 
Table 7. The cha~es  of step-size for a Calogero system of five particles in the sixth 
order ,,,,.thod. (for t ~[o,2]). 
Initial values The smsdlest The largest 
of p~ value value 
Pl = P3 ---- P5 = 1, 0.1 0.1 
P2 =P4 = --1 
Pl ---- P3 = PS ---- 1, 0.025 0.284765625 
p2 =p4 =- -3  
Pi(~)v(i = 1,2 , . . .  ,N;k = 1,2, . . .  ;u = 1,2, . . .  ,n) denote the solution obtained by the Gra~ 
method (5.1). Let us define a solution at ~ by 
J+l 
k=l (6.1) 
J-i-1 
P/~ = E fikPi(k)v, 
k=l  
where fik = ah for/~ = 1 ,2 , . . . , J ,  and a~+1 = aj+1 +e,  and where all ah(k = 1 ,2 , . . . , J+  I) 
are coefficients of conventional polynomial extrapolation, i.e., they are determined by (4.9). The 
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value of e should be chosen in much a way that 
I] 
H, = ½ ~ + ~ (q,~ -q~),  = Ho, 
iml jfx 
(6.2) 
where H0 denotes the Hamiltonian at to. From (6.1) we have 
J-{-1 
q~ ---- ~ a~qd(k)u -t- eqi(j+l)~,, 
k----1 
J+l  
Piu = ~ akPi(i~)u + ~Pi(J+l)v, 
k--1 
and substituting these values into (6.2), we get 
(6.3) 
H,, = ahPi(~)u + ~Pi(J+l)v 
kml 
+y.~ 1 
j= ,  .J-l- 1 2 (6.4) --qj(J+l),')] 
kin1 
51 } [ 1' /,--1 q,. j=x q/.v - -  q./v "1" ~ ' (qd( J+ l )~ - -  q j ( J+ l )v )  
where 13iv and ~t~ denote the solution ~ obtained by conventional extrapolation (see Section 4). 
From (6.2) and (6.4) it follows that to conserve the Hamiltonian at each integration step we 
should determine  from the equation 
N N 1 
~((P iv  "~" e~i(J'l'l)v)2 -[" ~ [ q / ~ i - - - - I  $.1 -- qjv -b ~(qi(J-i-l)v -- qj(j+l)v)] 2 } -- 2H0 m 0. (6.5) 
In order to solve (6.5) with respect o ~ we can use Newtonian iteration with the initial approxi- 
mation 6o = 0. 
THEOItEM 6.1.. It"/'or each v = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n there exists a sdution of (6.5), then for each u = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n the Hamiltonian (2.3) is conserved by the solution g~von by (6.3) 
The theorem is a simple consequence of equation (6.5). 
THEOagM 6.2. lY for each v = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n there exists a solution of(6.5), and if  ¢ is small and e", 
n >_ 2, can be neg,/ected, then the sdution (6.3) of the initial value problem (2.4) is of order 2J. 
PROOF. The relation (6.5) may be written in the form 
N [ N 1 ]-2Ho=0. (6.6) 
(Piv q- ePi(J+l)v) 2 q- ~ (qiv ~- x2'1 -- eqqJ'l'x)'-q~{J4"x}" 
iml j=1 
Since • is a small number, the leaving out all the terms where e occurs in the second or higher 
power, from (6.6) we get 
+ 2e/~,~p,(j+1)u + ~ 1 1 - ze = : - 21/o -- 0 (6.7) 
,=1  J - ,  (#,~ _ #~,)2 q,~ qi, 
HAmiltonlan ccmerving m!rn~l  solutio]~ 
Table 8. The solutions of a Calogero system of five part ides by the sixth order 
methods for diffea-ent values of pl ( i  = 1,2,3,4,5)  At the initial moment.  
2T 
The value d 
Time- Method A Method B Conventional Hsmi]tomian in 
Moment Method Conventional Method 
0 ql =3,  q2 -=2, q3 = 1, q¢ =0,  qs = --1, pl =Ps  =PS = 1, P2 ----P4 = - -1  
0.I ql ---- 3.11005998160983 3.11005998195573 3.11005998161402 7.53472222293896 
q2 =- 1.905TT565682623 1.93577565702674 1.9057756568173,5 
qs = 1.09890106098924 1.09590106111928 1.09590106099887 
q4 = --0.09755732391012 -0.09755732392916 --0.09755732391844 
q5 = -0.9141793TS51519 -0.91417937561224 --0.9141793T551180 
1 ql = 4.50171224063367 4.50171172320970 4.501TI2209558T5 7.53472086850986 
q2 --" 2.70928637999602 2.70928585612683 2.70928598222666 
q3 ---- 0.78902214104402 0.78902211060138 0.78902215569600 
q4 ---- --0.04053079417936 -0.04053074096580 --0.04053066121893 
q5 ---- -1.95948996749435 -1.95948969733064 -1.95948968626247 
2 ql = 6.45593414842279 6.45593353256011 6.45593392951265 T.S34720868T6618 
q2 ---- 4.18880846657607 4.18880804816821 4.18880808327216 
q3 -- 1.59254041621258 1.59254005673446 1.59253984464039 
q4 ---- -1.23990546561467 --1.23990510471225 - -1.23990473505212 
q5 = --3.99737756559668 --3.99737740579888 --3.99737712137309 
0 ql ---- 3, q2 = 2, q3 = 1, q4 ---- 0, qs = --1, Pl = P3  = Ps  = 3, P2 ---- P4 ----- --3 
0.I ql = 3.30795809449516 3.30796310950582 3.0795809500787 27.5347129157125 
q2 = 1.71950907397629 1.71951162856897 1.71950902248842 
q3 ----" 1.28222407939173 1.28222607568293 1.28222413149168 
q4 ---- --0.28398138304979 -0.28308185638456 -0.29398142543480 
q6 = --0.72570986481339 -0.72571092326483 --0.72570982355286 
1.03125 ql ---- 6.41008878914493 6.~00909765143T 6.41008869293319 2T.534689T060013 
q2 = 4.40513970018151 4.40514035982684 4.40,513779631663 
q3 = 2.17970493760992 2.17976352664260 2.17976254350441 
q4 = --1.33358308882534 -1.33358084571809 --1.33358048757935 
qs = -3.56766032811099 -3 .56768082205323 --3.56765854519487 
2.061328125 ql ---- 10.12373042708627 10.12373292582606 10.12372959751941 27.5346897060013 
q2 = T.73374367823468 7.73374542654377 7.73374009308714 
q3 ---- 8.68288346350294 5.08268134888676 5.08287836004693 
qs ---- --7.31335500155732 --7.31335591060421 --7.31335102792813 
q4 ---- --4.44301818931678 --4.44301472383361 --4.44301261672535 
or, equivalently, 
Ca+l) - 8 j -Ho-O (6 s) 
where Hv denotes the value of the Hamiltonian calculated from/~iv and ~v. It is easy to show 
that 
: + (6.9) 
Moreover, while calculating ~ the sum with respect o i is constant, although it varies from one 
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Figure 8. The Ca]ogero system of five particles (plo = pso = pso = 1, P~o = Pio -- -1).  
integrat ion step to another. Denoting this sum by S, from (6.8) and (6.9) we have 
Ho + O( -  -2J) + eS - Ho ---" 0, 
i . e .~  
O(n -2"I) + ~$ - O. 
From the last relation it follows that e must be of order 2J, i.e., e = o(n-22), and the proof is 
complete. 
Table 9. The changes of HamUtonian i conventional extrapolation f eishth order 
at selected times. 
Hsmiltonian calculated Exact vshte 
Example Time 
from the solution of Hamiltonisa 
T-1 0 .0337S S . ~ 0 1  8. 
0 .219375 8.3890560989~06~01 
0 .472/5  8.3890,560089304975 
1.04203125 8.3890560989304501 
T-2 0 .0225 107.38905609893064 107.3890560088~0q~ 
0.2475 107.38905609896869 
0.511875 107.38905609896334 
1.087734375 10T.38905609896329 
T-3 0 .03375 101.221402?5816017 01.2214027581601? 
0.23625 101.22140275817164 
0.50625 101.22140275997472 
1.029375 101.22140275997473 
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7. CONSERVATIVE METHODS FOR TODA SYSTEMS 
Applying the Gragg method (4.4) to the Toda equations (2.6), we get the following method 
Ui0 =qi,u-1,  
~iO --'Pi,u -- 1, 
Uil "-uio -b hkvio; i=  1,2,...,N; 
'Ull "-VlO -- hk exp(ulo - u2o), 
~)il "--1)i0 n u hk[exp(ui-l,O - uio) - exp(uio - tti+l,O)]; i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  N -- 1; 
VN1 =VNO + hk exp(uN-1,0 -- UNo), 
u i~=ui3-2+2hkvi3_ l ;  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,N ;  
VlZ =Vl,Z-2 - 2h~ exp(ul,l-1 - u2,1-1), 
T)il --'I~i,i- 2 "4r 2hk [exp( ui- x : -  i - Ui,l-1) - exp( ui,t-1 - ui+1,1-1)]; 
i = 2 ,3 , . . . ,N -  1; 
VNZ =VN3-2 + 2hk exp(uN- I : - I  -- UN,Z-1); I = 2, 3 , . . . ,  2/9k-1 -- 1; 
_1 (7.1) qlc~), -~(ul, + al.) + h~Cvl, + ½,,i.) - h~ ~p( , ,1 ,  - ,,~,), 
qlck), =½(u,. + a,.) + hk(,,i, + ½vi.) 
+ h~[exp(ui-l,r - air) - exp(uir - ai+l,r)]; i - 2 ,3, . . .  ,N  - 1; 
qN(l.)u - -½(aNt  "b aN, )  4- hk(vNr  "Jr ½VN,) "4- h 2 exp(aN- l , r  -- ant ) ,  
PlCk). =l(vlr "~" Vl.)- hk{exp(ulr - u2r) + ½ exp[ul. -- u2. + 2hl#(Vlr -v2,')]} 
Pi(k)u =½(vir + vi,) + hk{exp(ui-l,r - ulr) "4- 1 exp[ui-l., -- ul, "4" 2hk(Vi-l,r - vie)] 
-- exp(ui r  -- ai.l.l,r) -- 1 exp[uis - ai+l, s .ac 2hk(vir -- vi+l,r)]} 
i = 2 ,3 , . . . ,N -  1; 
_1  
PN(k)u - - ] (VNr  + "ONs) -l" hk {exp(uN- l , r  -- UNr) 
-t" 1 exp[aN- l , ,  -- UN' + 2hk(VN- l , .  - -VN.)]} 
v = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  k = 1,2, . . . ;  
where Pi0 and qio(i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N) are initial conditions, and r, s, hk are given by (4.5). For the 
Toda equations, the Hamiltonian conserving methods developed in Sections 5 and 6 need to be 
modified only slightly, that is, for the Method A the system (5.2) needs to be changed as follows 
J+ l  
where 
k=l 
J+ l  
N /~+1 
i=1 XK=l / 
j -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  J - 1; (7.2) 
N-1  J+ l  
+ Ho =o, 
i=l k=l 
N N-1  
Ho = 1 Ep~o + E exp(qio- qi+l,o). 
i=l i=l 
Taking into account (5.13)-(5.14), in each integration step we must solve one nonlinear equation 
in the one unknown a j+l .  This equation is of the form 
N N- I  
!2 E (  Pliv + P2i,,a,+l)' + E exp(Rliv + R,iva.l+,) - Ho = O, 
i=l i=l 
(7.3) 
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Figure 9. The Calogero aystmn of five pm'ticlea (pl0 = pa0 = pso = 3, Pa0 = p40 = -3 ) .  
where P,~,,(s = I or 2) ate given by (5.16), and 
J+ l  
R.i. = ~ a.k(q~(k). -- q~+,(,.),,); 
k=1 
s= lor2; 
with a,k determined by (5.13). In the same way as in Section 5, for the "rods equations we can 
prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 7.1. ///Or each v -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  there exists a solution of system (7.2), then for each 
= 1,2,. . .  ,n the Hamiltonian (2.5) is conserved exactly by the solution obtained from (5.4). 
THEOREM 7.2. /ffor each v = 1, 2, . . . ,  n there exists a solution of system (7.2), then the solution 
(5.4) of the initial value problem (2.6) is of order 2J. 
In Method B for the Tods equations in each integration step instead of (6.5) we should solve 
the following equation (with respect to e) 
N 
1 ^2 2 2 
i----1 
N- I  
+ ~ exp[&,, -- &+,,,, + ~(q~(.I+1), -- qi+l(.~+,),,)] -- HO = O, 
(=1 
(7.4) 
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Table 10. The solutions of a Toda system of five part ic les of e ighth order methods.  
) 
The  value of 
T ime-  Method A Method B Convent ional  H,Lmgtonian in 
Moment  Method Convent ional  Method  
0 
0.03375 
ql = 3, q2 = 2, q3 = 1, q4 = O, q5 = --1, Pl = P3 = P5 = 10, 1~2 = P4 = --10 
ql = 3.33553668931310 3.33553688931310 3.33553668931310 
q2 = 1.68321169811283 1.66321169811282 1.66321169811282 
q3 = 1.33678777433796 I ~3678777433796 1.33678777433796 
q4 = --0.33678746672405 --0.33678746872406 --0.33678746672405 
q5 =-0 .66124869503984 --0.66124869503983 --0.66124869503984 
260.873137313836 
0.50625 ql = 2.82706723179479 2.82706723191024 2.82"/06723179722 260.873127318339 
q2 = 2.09989204385569 2.09989204376416 2.09989204387557 
q3 = 0.85244379513803 0.85244379525062 0.85244379513157 
q4 = 0.15737364634372 0.15737384623416 0.15737364635480 
q5 = 4.12572328282214 4.12572328284082 4.12572328284684 
1.0125 ql =-2 .37124569403033 -2.37124569391844 -2.37124569408483 260.873127320474 
q2 = 1.68218163792741 1.68218163807500 1.68218163788855 
q3 = 1.20262776683091 1.20262776871894 1.20262776689109 
q4 = 5.34861391513095 5.34861391502728 5.34861391520743 
qs = 9.26282237202951 9.26282237209723 9.26282237209775 
where/~v and ~v denote the solution at ~ obtained by conventional polynomial extrapolation 
method. Using the same technique as in Section 6, we can prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 7.3. I[ for each ~ = 1,2, . . . ,n  there exists a solution of (7.4), then for each ~ = 
1, 2,. . . ,  n the Hamiltonian (2.5) is conserved exactly by the solution given by (6.3). 
THEOREM 7.4. //'for each v = 1, 2, . . . ,  n there exists a solution of(Z.4), and ire is small and d ~, 
n _~ 2, can be neglected, then the solution (6.3) of the initial value problem (2.6) is of order 2J. 
Taking into account hat in the Gragg method the value of J is arbitrary, fTom the above 
theorems it foUows that both Methods A and B theoretically yield the Hamiltonian conserving, 
arbitrary high order solution of the Toda equations. 
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8. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSERVATIVE METHODS ON COMPUTERS 
Applying any numerical method for solving Hamiltonian systems with sufficiently small step- 
size, we can get solutions that conserve the Hamiltonian umerically. Strictly speaking, for a 
sufficiently small step-size the difference Hv - H~-l(v = 1, 2 . . . .  ) may be very small, and one 
can even have Hv = Hv-1 for a given computer accuracy. 
Of course, if Hv = Hv-1 on a computer, then no Hamiltonian conserving modification is
required. However, in order to guard against he situation described at the end of Section 6, 
from our experience it follows that if 
I Hv - Hv -1  10_D+3, (8.1) 
where D denotes the number of digits represented in a computer, then the modification should 
not be applied in the v-th step (~, = 1, 2,.. .  ). In such a case it is possible to increase the step-size. 
On the other hand, if we apply any numerical method and the difference of values of the Hamil- 
tonian in two succeeding integration steps is very large, it means that the obtained numerical 
solution is poor. Usually, in such a case we decrease the step-size or take a higher order method. 
If we fix the method order, and 
I H~, - H~,-1 [> (8.2) fly---: 
where 6 > 0 is given, then at the v-th integration step we should decrease the step-size. 
On the basis of relations (8.1) and (8.2), for solving the Calogero and Toda equations by 
conventional polynomial extrapolation or by one of the presented Hamiltonian conserving mod- 
ifications we will apply an automatic step-size correction procedure which is described precisely 
in Appendix B of [12]. For all examples given in the next section it is assumed D = 20 and 
6 = 10 -5. 
9. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
At first, let us consider Examples C-1-C-3 of Section 3. For the three methods: conven- 
tional polynomial extrapolation, Method A, and Method B, the relative rrors are presented in 
Figures 5-7. The relative error A at time t has been calculated on the basis of the following 
formula 
A = ½clIp'jI I '  Ilpll + ~ ) '  (9.1) 
where f, # denote the ~act solution, and IlPll = IP~I+ IP~I. ~n order to present the relative errors 
for methods of different orders in one figure, in Figures 5-7 we have shown log(A x 10 le) with 
respect o time. 
Only in the case of Example C-1 the conventional method gives a slightly better approximation 
to the exact solution. In all other cases our modifications yield more accurate solutions. Moreover, 
in Methods A and B in each example the Hamiltonian is conserved exactly, while in conventional 
extrapolation, asis shown in Table 3, this is not the case. 
In all methods the changes of step-size have occurred at almost same integration steps. In 
Table 4 we present he smallest and the largest step-size in the interval [0, 2] for each example 
considered. The Example C-3 seems to be very interesting, because at the beginning the step-size 
is strongly reduced and then is considerably increased. In each example we have started with the 
step-size 0.1. 
Table 5 presents for each method the number of steps needed to cross ~ - 50 and the errors at 
the first time-moment greater than t = 50. We can see once again that the conservative methods 
yield a better approximation to the exact solution. 
For the coeffcients a~(k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  J + 1) of the Method A we have assumed the relative 
accuracy 10 -6, and only in a few cases the accuracy has been changed to 10 -4. The changes of 
coefficient e (in Method B) in selected integration steps are presented in Table 6. For e we have 
started with the relative accuracy 10 -5 , but during the calculations it has been changed to 10 -4 . 
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Figures 8-9 show the solutions of a Calogero system of five particles with different values of 
pi(i - 1,2,3,4,5) at the initial moment. To solve this system we have applied all three methods 
considered. In all methods we have started with the step-size 0.I, and during the calculations in
the interval [0, 2] it has been changed as indicated in Table 7. Using the data given in Table 8 
for Methods A and B the Hamiltonian has been consQrved exactly, i.e., 7.534?2222222222, and 
27.53472222222222, respectively, while in conventional extrapolation these values vary. From 
Figures 8-9 it follows that together with the increment of p's the repulsion forces are greater and 
particles remove ach other. 
Now, let us consider the Toda equations and Examples T-l-T-3 (see Section 3). In conventional 
polynomial extrapolation the Hamiltonian is not conserved, and the changes of its value for 
the eighth order method are presented in Table 9. Both our modifications, i.e., Method A and 
Method B, yield Hamiltonian conserving solutions. In Fis~res 10-12 we present relative rrors for 
all methods concerned. The errors have been calculated on the basis of (9.1), and, as previously, 
in figures we present log(A × 101e), where A denotes the relative rror. It should be noted that 
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applying either Method A or Method B is usually more accurate. In each example we have started 
with the step-size 0.01, and during the calculations the step-size has been increased automatically. 
Finally in Table 10 we present he results obtained for a Toda system of five particles (see also 
Figure 13). In each method we have started with the step-size 0.01. In Methods A and B the 
Hamiltonian has been conserved exactly, i.e., it has been equal 260.8973127313836. The values 
of Hamiltonian in conventional polynomial extrapolation are presented in Table 10. 
Taking into account he examples presented, which are typical of many other examples con- 
sidered, it seems to be advantageous to apply our modifications for solving numerically the 
Calogero and Toda equations. Applying either Method A or Method B, we can get high order so- 
lutions that conserve the Hamiltonian exactly. The solutions obtained by our numerical methods 
have the same property as follows from theoretical mechanics. Moreover, applying the presented 
modifications, we usually get solutions that better approximate the exact solutions in comparison 
to conventional polynomial extrapolation. 
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